Add value to the public debate on international affairs.

Council Senior Fellows conduct policy-oriented research, write books and articles, provide expert testimony before Congress, write op-eds, and appear on broadcast interviews. Council members provide policy recommendations through independent task force reports sponsored by the Council. *Foreign Affairs*, the Council’s premier publication, offers leading articles from the best minds around the world.


Hani K. Findakly, Moderator Richard K. Goeltz, Alan Wm. Wolff, Nicholas A. Bratt, and Yves-Andre Istel at the January 22, 2000, Project on Financial Vulnerabilities and Foreign Policy, “Policy Simulation.”
Energize foreign policy discussions nationwide by making the Council a truly national organization with membership across the country. Senior Fellows regularly meet with Council members around the country for intimate seminars in key U.S. cities. A large percentage of these Council members convene in New York for an annual national conference to discuss key current policy questions. Members from coast to coast are in touch with each other on a regular basis through videoconferencing, webcasting, and the Internet.
Identify and nurture the next generation of foreign policy leaders.
The Council has always prided itself on finding future talent, bringing these people together to talk and broaden their interests, and providing a basis for future service to the country. The Council’s special five-year term membership program for young people is a keystone of this effort. In addition, the Council seeks outstanding younger scholars and policymakers through its various on-staff and one-year fellowship programs.